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WOUNDED KINGDOM TRILOGY 
 
RJ Barker 
 
**Shortlisted for the Kitschies GOLDEN TENTACLE 2018** 
 
Critically-acclaimed epic fantasy trilogy – rights sold to Orbit UK/US and pre-
empted in five territories  
 
AGE OF ASSASSINS (BOOK 1) 
Girton Club-Foot, apprentice to the land's best assassin, still has much to learn 
about the art of taking lives. In a kingdom on the brink of civil war and a castle 
thick with lies, Girton finds friends he never expected, responsibilities he never 
wanted, and a conspiracy that could destroy an entire land. 
 
BLOOD OF ASSASSINS (BOOK 2) 
The assassin Girton Club-foot and his master have returned to Maniyadoc in hope of finding sanctuary. But the place he knew no longer exists. War rages, 
with three kings claiming the same crown - and one of them is Girton's old friend Rufra. Girton finds himself hurrying to uncover a plot to murder Rufra. But 
while Girton deals with threats inside and outside Rufra's war encampment, he can't help wondering if his greatest enemy hides beneath his own skin. 
 
KING OF ASSASSINS (BOOK 3) – forthcoming August 2018 
Many years of peace have passed in Maniyadoc, years of relative calm for the assassin Girton Club-Foot. But now Rufra ap Vthyr eyes the vacant High-King's 
throne, and the endgame of twenty years of politics and murder will be played out in his bid to become the King of all Kings. Friends become enemies, 
enemies become friends and the god of death, Xus the Unseen, stands closer than ever - casting his shadow over everything most dear to Girton. 

Praise for AGE OF ASSASSINS: 

• ‘RJ Barker is a singular sensational new voice in epic 
fantasy’ Nicholas Eames, author of Kings of the Wyld 

• ‘A breath of fresh air’ Peter Newman, author of The Vagrant 

• ‘Outstanding’ James Islington 

• ‘Simply unputdownable’ Fantasy Book Review 

 

• ‘Hugely enjoyable’ Jen Williams 

• ‘Addictive’ Bibliosanctum 

• ‘As sharp as any blade’ Jon Skovron 

• ‘Steel-sparking action’ Chris Brookmyre 

• ‘I can’t wait for more!’ Melissa Caruso 
 

 
UK: Orbit  
US: Orbit 
Germany: Heyne 
Italy: Mondadori 
France: Bragelonne 

Turkey: Epsilon 
Poland: Papierowy Księżyc 
 
Material: PB, PDF
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THE HOLLYWOODLAND THRILLERS 
 
Guy Bolton 
 
THE SYNDICATE  
 
A taut and emotional thriller about the real-life murder of Bugsy Siegel 
 
June 1947 - eight years have passed since the events of The Pictures. Jonathan Craine has left his old 
life in Hollywood behind him, content to live out his days on a farm in rural California with his teenage 
son. But when infamous mobster and Las Vegas founder Bugsy Siegel is killed at his home in Beverly 
Hills, Craine is forced to face his past once again. 
 
Summoned to Las Vegas to meet mob head Meyer Lansky, Craine is given the impossible task of 
finding Siegel's murderers. He has no access to crime reports, no police contacts and no one to help in 
his investigation other than an ageing hit man and a female crime reporter with her own agenda. But Lanksy's orders aren't to be ignored…  
 
THE PICTURES 
 
A noir thriller set in the glamorous world of 1930s Hollywood – shortlisted for the CWA New Blood Dagger  
 
Detective Craine has spent his life working as a ‘fixer’ for the film studios - whitewashing the misdemeanors and scandals that studio stars get caught up in. 
Now MGM want him to deal with the suicide of the producer of The Wizard of Oz.  Craine must make sure his death passes without scandal or scrutiny from 
the press, and that his widow, the beautiful starlet Gale Goodwin, comes through with her reputation unscathed. It should be a straightforward case, but when 
connections are made between it and a brutal murder across town Craine must decide whether to defy orders, and to redeem a career of concealment by 
going in search of the ugly truth.    
 
Praise for THE PICTURES 

• 'An astonishingly accomplished debut.' (Daily Mail) 

• ‘A splendid read…handled with great skill’ (The Times) 

• 'A lurid tale of Hollywood after dark, complete with drugs, prostitution, and pornography... mixing Hollywood glamour with backroom sleaze.' (Booklist) 

• '[A] laser-sharp noir thriller.' (Financial Times) 
 

 
UK/US: Oneworld  
Audio: Bolinda 
 
Material: Paperback, PDF 
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THE DREAM WIFE 
 
Louisa de Lange 
 
A stunningly original psychological thriller from an exciting new voice in fiction  
 
In the morning I wake, and for a moment I forget.  
 
But then I hear a little voice in the next room and it all comes back to me - my life, my husband, my son. I 
remember the smack around the face, the hidden letters, the snide comments and the belittling remarks. Surely 
this is something that happens to other people? I have no idea what to do. And in the absence of an alternative, I 
do what I have to do, and prepare for breakfast. 
 
Annie is a good wife. Annie is also a prisoner in her own home. Controlled by her husband who manages her 
money, her life and even her body, Annie's only reason for holding it together is her little boy. Her love for him 
keeps her sane, and at night she escapes into a dream world where she is free. 
 
But Annie is about to do a very bad thing. 
 
And you won't believe how she is going to do it . . . 
  
Louisa de Lange studied Psychology at the University of Southampton, before spending many years working in HR. She is now a copywriter and editor, and 
lives in Hampshire with her husband and son. THE DREAM WIFE is her first novel. When she’s not writing she can be found pounding the streets in running 
shoes, or hiding behind a camera lens. You can follow her on Twitter @paperclipgirl. 
 

 
UK: Orion 
 
Material: Edited MS 

   

https://twitter.com/paperclipgirl
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PULSE 
 
Felix Francis 
 
WITH THE STAKES SO HIGH, RACING CAN BE A DEADLY BUSINESS 
 
Chris Rankin is a doctor, a specialist in Emergency Medicine at Cheltenham Hospital, but a doctor 
who also has health problems. 
 
A smartly dressed man has been found unconscious at the local racecourse and is rushed to the 
hospital, where he subsequently dies. But who is he? Where does he come from? He had no form of 
identification on him, and no one claims the body. 
  
Doctor Rankin is intrigued by the nameless dead man, obsessed even, and starts asking questions. 
However, someone doesn’t want the questions answered and will go to any lengths to prevent it, 
including attempting murder. But no one else believes that someone tried to kill Chris, leaving the 
doctor no option but to discover who the nameless man is and why he died, preferably before following him into an early grave. 
 
The Francis brand of thrillers are bigger and bolder for a new generation!  
 
Praise for Felix Francis: 
 

• 'The Francis flair is clear for all to see' Daily Mail 

• 'From winning post to top of the bestseller list, time after time' Sunday Times 

• 'The master of suspense and intrigue' Country Life 

• 'A tremendous read' Woman's Own 

• ‘Felix has proven a champion storyteller’ Mystery Scene 

• ‘Wonderfully evocative... riveting throughout. Exciting at every turn.’ Booklist (starred review) 

• ‘Francis devises a subtle, clever scheme… and he excels at making his broken lead credible and sympathetic.’ Publishers Weekly 
 
 

 
UK: Simon & Schuster 
US: G. P. Putnam's Sons 
 
 
 

Czech: Euromedia 
Slovakia: Slovensky Spisovatel 
Audio: Bolinda 
 
Material: HB, PDF  
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IN THE DARK 
 
Cara Hunter 
 
From the author of Amazon #1 bestselling Close to Home comes the second pulse-pounding DI Fawley crime thriller. 
 
Do you know what they’re hiding in the house next door? 
 
A woman and child are found locked in a basement room, barely alive... 
No one knows who they are - the woman can't speak, and there are no Missing Persons reports that match their profile. And the 
elderly man who owns the house claims he has never seen them before. The inhabitants of the quiet Oxford street are in shock - 
how could this happen right under their noses? But DI Adam Fawley knows that nothing is impossible. 
And that no one is as innocent as they seem . . . 
 
Praise for IN THE DARK:  
 
'In the Dark makes for a twisty, utterly compulsive read with an ending you won't see coming. I gobbled it up in one satisfying sitting' Emma Kavanagh 
 
'Cancel everything. You're not going anywhere until you finish reading In the Dark. Suspenseful, clever and featuring a brilliant cast of characters - this is a 
must-read for crime fans' Emily Koch, author of If I Die Before I Wake 

 

 
UK: Viking (July 2018) 
US: Penguin Books 
Norway: Cappelen Damm 
Germany: Aufbau 

Poland: Filia 
France: Bragelonne 
Russia: Eksmo 
Greece: Dioptra 

  
Material: Final manuscript  
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CLOSE TO HOME 
 
Cara Hunter 
 
The compulsive debut crime novel introducing us to DI Adam Fawley, which has now sold over 200k copies in the UK 
 
Someone took Daisy Mason. 
 
Someone YOU KNOW. 
 
Last night, 8-year-old Daisy Mason disappeared from her parents' summer party. No one in the quiet suburban street saw 
anything - or at least that's what they're saying.  
 
DI Adam Fawley is trying to keep an open mind. But he knows that nine times out of ten, it's someone the victim knew. That 
means someone is lying. And that Daisy's time is running out... 
 
Introducing DI Fawley and his team of Oxford detectives, CLOSE TO HOME is a pulse-pounding race against time and a penetrating examination of what 
happens to a community when a shocking crime is committed by one of its own.  
 
Praise for CLOSE TO HOME: 
 
'Close to Home is an utterly immersive story that pulls you into the heart of a search for a missing child. Compulsive, with an ending you will not see coming' - 
Emma Kavanagh 
'One of the best crime thrillers I have ever read!' - Kathryn Croft 
'Close To Home hit the ground running and didn't stop right until the final page...the last twist was a genuine stroke of genius... sets the bar for new crime 
writers' - John Marrs, author of The One 
'I finished Close to Home in one sitting! Such a cleverly written, chilling and twisty read' - Nuala Ellwood 
'A thrilling opener to a hugely promising new series' Alison Graham, Radio Times 

 

 
UK: Viking (January 2018)    Sweden: Modernista    France: Bragelonne 
US: Penguin Books      Greece: Dioptra     China: Beijing United Creation Culture Media   
Russia: Eksmo      Germany: Aufbau    Norway: Cappelen Damm 
Poland: Filia      Hungary: 21 Szazad    Taiwan: Business Weekly Publications 
Holland: Prometheus      Portugal: Porto 
       
Material: PDF, PB 
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EROTIC STORIES FOR PUNJABI WIDOWS   
         
Balli Kaur Jaswal 
 
**Reece Witherspoon Book Club selection 2018*** 
  
Every woman has a secret life… 
 
With visions of emancipating the women of the community she left behind as a self-important teenager, Nikki is shocked to find 
her creative writing class is a group of barely literate women who have no interest in her ideals of liberation. 
 
To her surprise, the white dupatta of the widow hides more than just their modesty – these are women who have spent their lives 
in the shadows of fathers, brothers and husbands; being dutiful, raising children and going to temple, but whose inner lives are 
as rich and fruitful as their untold stories. As they begin to open up to each other about womanhood, sexuality, and the dark 
secrets within the community, Nikki realises that the illicit nature of the class may place them all in danger.  

Praise for EROTIC STORIES FOR PUNJABI WIDOWS: 

‘Big-hearted, earthy and funny: turns so many preconceptions upside down. A rattlingly good story’ Deborah Moggach, The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel                          
‘Charming, hilarious and thoughtful’ The Pool                                                                                                                                                                                               
‘A dark comedy… about empowerment and friendship’ Tatler                                                                                                                                                                             
‘Compulsive, funny and wonderfully original – this novel glows with witty sensuality. I love it.’ Helen Lederer, Losing It                                                                                        
‘Poignant, intelligent yet wickedly funny – a delightful read that reignites one's belief in the power of sisterhood’ June Sarpong 

Balli Kaur Jaswal was born in Singapore and grew up in Japan, Russia and the Philippines. She studied Creative Writing at Hollins University in the US and 
was awarded the David TK Wong Creative Writing Fellowship at the University of East Anglia.  Balli currently lives and teaches in Singapore.  
 

 
UK: Harper Fiction     Germany: Goldmann   China: Beijing Land of Wisdom Books 
US: Morrow      France: Editions Belfond  Israel: Keter     
Italy: HarperCollins     Poland: Czarna Owca   Greece: Aiora Press 
Estonia: Hea Lugu     Sweden: Massolit   Spain: Grijalbo, Penguin Random House 
Bulgaria: Iztok-Zapad     Slovenia: Ucila    Film Rights: Scott Free Productions                                 
 
Material: PDF, PB 
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THE SECRETS BETWEEN US 
 
Laura Madeleine 
 
A gripping mystery with a heart-breaking revelation, The Secrets Between Us is a sublimely satisfying story of lost love, 
betrayal and the dangers of war. 
 
**Perfect for fans of Kate Morton's The Lake House and Dinah Jeffries' Before the Rains** 
 
High in the mountains in the South of France, eighteen-year-old Ceci Corvin is trying hard to carry on as normal. But in 1943, 
there is no such thing as normal; especially not for a young woman in love with the wrong person. Scandal, it would seem, can 
be more dangerous than war. 
 
Fifty years later, Annie is looking for her long-lost grandmother. Armed with nothing more than a sheaf of papers, she travels 
from England to Paris in pursuit of the truth. But as she traces her grandmother’s story, Annie uncovers something she wasn’t 
expecting, something that changes everything she knew about her family – and everything she thought she knew about herself… 
 
Laura Madeleine's writing is... 
 
‘Sublimely satisfying’ Veronica Henry, author of The Forever House 
‘Mouth-watering and mysterious’ Leah Fleming, author of The Glovemaker's Daughter 
 

 
UK: Transworld 
US: St Martin’s Press 
 
Material: PDF  
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WHERE THE WILD CHERRIES GROW 
 
Laura Madeleine 
 
How far must you run to leave the past behind you?  
 
It is 1919 and the end of the war has not brought peace for Emeline Vane. Lost in grief, she is suddenly alone at the heart of a 
depleted family. She can no longer cope. And as everything seems to be slipping beyond her control, in a moment of desperation, 
she boards a train and runs away. 
 
Fifty years later, a young solicitor on his first case finds Emeline’s diary. What Bill Perch finds in the tattered pages of neat script 
goes against everything he has been told. He begins to trace an anguished story of love and betrayal that will send him on a 
journey to discover the truth. 
 
I closed my eyes as I tried to pick apart every flavour, because nothing had ever tasted so good before. It was love and it 
could not be hidden.  
 
What really happened to Emeline all those years ago?  
 
An ebook bestseller, this is the second bittersweet romance novel from Laura Madeleine – adored by fans and reviewers alike.  
 
Praise for Laura Madeleine 
 

• 'Atmospheric, engaging and sublimely satisfying' Veronica Henry 

• 'A must-read' – Nina George, bestselling author of The Little Paris Bookshop 

• 'Mouth-watering and mysterious. A compelling read' – Leah Fleming, bestselling author of The Postcard 

• 'A sizzling forbidden love story' – Heat 

• 'A heady mix of passion and betrayal set against stunning backdrops' – The Lady 
 
 

 
UK: Transworld  
US: Thomas Dunne Books/St Martin’s Press 
Germany: Lübbe 
Italy: Piemme 
Norway: Cappelen Damm 
 
Material: PB, PDF  
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THE DUBLIN TRILOGY 
 
Caimh McDonnell 
 
The Amazon #1 bestselling comedy crime series – over 50,000 copies 
sold in the UK and US 
 
A Man With One of Those Faces (Book 1) 
The first time somebody tried to kill him it was an accident. The second time 
was deliberate. Now Paul Mulchrone finds himself on the run with nobody to 
turn to except a nurse who has read one-too-many crime novels and a 
renegade copper with a penchant for violence. Together, they must solve one 
of the most notorious crimes in Irish history…or else they’ll be history. 
  
The Day That Never Comes (Book 2) 
Dublin is in the midst of a heat wave… and temperatures are rising. 
The economy is tanking, squatters are invading buildings all over the city, and somebody has starting killing people indiscriminately. Great.  
But Paul Mulchrone hasn’t got time to worry about any of this; he has problems of his own. His detective agency MCM is going down the toilet: one of his 
partners won’t speak to him, and the other, Bunny McGarry, has disappeared. Can his colourful past have something to do with his present absence?  
  
Last Orders (Book 3)  
Just because you’re done with the past, it doesn’t mean the past is done with you. 
When long-buried bodies are discovered in the Wicklow Mountains, Bunny McGarry’s past starts closing in on him. He soon finds himself with nowhere to turn 
and who can he trust when he can’t even trust himself? 
When all that’s left is the fall, the fall is everything. 
And even the mighty fall. 
 
Praise for A Man With One of Those Faces:  
"It's just crying out to be made into a movie. The writing is whip-smart and funny." Books Ireland Magazine  
"A brilliant comedic thriller." The Irish Post  
"Humorous crime at its finest. Droll, witty and highly entertaining. The writing is skilled and captivating." ***** Audiothing  
"A masterclass... The prose and narrative is spot on. The characters inhabiting this hilarious, yet gripping story are just wonderful." ***** Strange Alliances  
"Original, innovative, intelligent and laugh out loud funny." Maureen Carter, author of the Bev Morriss books  
"If you like stories by Colin Bateman, Carl Hiaasen, Tim Dorsey and Janet Evanovich then you'll enjoy A Man With One of Those Faces." **** The View 
from the Blue House 
 

 
UK/US: McForli Ink Material: PB, PDF

http://whitehairedirishman.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/A-Man-With-One-of-Those-Faces-Final-cover-e1486510745564.jpg
http://whitehairedirishman.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/The-Day-That-Never-Comes-Generic.jpg
http://whitehairedirishman.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Last-Orders-Kindle.jpg
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FALLING LEAVES 
 
Stefan Mohamed 
 
A stunning debut adult novel from the award-winning YA writer  
 
Twenty-three-year-old Vanessa is adrift in London. A year out of university and marooned in a quietly deflating relationship, she 
can’t work out where her passion and creativity went – and on top of that, she is experiencing frightening visions, and an 
overwhelming sadness that doesn’t seem to belong to her. 
 
Then something impossible happens: her best friend Mark, who vanished without a trace seven years ago, reappears, not a day 
older. As far as he is concerned, no time has passed. 
 
Shocked and confused but determined to help her friend make sense of what’s happening, Vanessa returns to Llangoroth, the 
rural town she left behind after he vanished. Torn between her responsibilities as an adult and the adventurous passion that Mark 
inspires in her, she must fight for him, and for herself, confronting painful memories and a terrifying pursuer who would rather see her friend dead than back in 
the world. 
 
Praise for the BITTER SIXTEEN trilogy:  
 
‘Stefan Mohamed has written one of the best Young Adult trilogies out there, and certainly, in my opinion, the best by a British writer’ 
(Luke Marlowe The Bookbag) 
 
‘A highly original novel for young adults that is clever and funny, with character you want to ask home afterwards.’ 
(Alex O’Connell The Times) 
 
‘It’s part superhero fantasy, part comedy, with an underlying love story and a creepy twist in the tail, all served up with panache, pace and punch.’ 
(Sally Morris The Daily Mail) 
 
‘Mohamed’s first novel is a thoroughly entertaining, charming and witty take on the crowded superhero subgenre.’ 
(Eric Brown The Guardian) 
 

 
UK: Salt 
 
Material: PDF, PB 
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GONE VIKING 
 
Helen Russell 
 
The uplifting, laugh-out-loud debut novel from the bestselling author of The Year of Living Danishly – about two sisters, 
and one Scandi holiday they will never forget. 
 
Alice Ray is a stressed-out workaholic and mother who likes to be in control At All Times, but things are starting to slip in quite 
spectacular fashion.  To recover her calm and her fight she finally gives in to her sister Melissa’s pleas to join her on an outdoorsy 
retreat. 
 
But this is a getaway like no other.  The plan: Go Viking.  
 
Expected to go off grid the sisters must learn to live as nature intended – going back to basics with not a Starbucks in sight.  To 
complicate matters Alice and Melissa have not spent much time together in years, and soon realise how little they actually know 
each other, and how many scores are yet to be settled...  
 
Joined by two strangers, each of the women is about to learn that once you go Viking nothing will ever be the same again.    
 
Praise for GONE VIKING: 
 
"Laugh out loud funny with a good dollop of insight - I loved it!" (KATIE FFORDE) 
 
"She brought us Hygge, and now Helen Russell’s Gone Viking. I laughed out loud as wits-end dentist Alice is put through her Norse paces. It’s time we all 
went a little Viking." (Emily Phillips Grazia) 
 
Helen Russell is a British journalist and bestselling author. Formerly the editor of MarieClaire.co.uk, she now lives in Denmark and works as a Scandinavia 
correspondent for the Guardian, as well as writing a column on Denmark for the Telegraph and features for The Times, The Observer, Stylist, Metro, Grazia, 
The Wall Street Journal and The Independent.  She is married with three children and a very scruffy dog.  

  

 
UK: Ebury (April 2018) 
Poland: Burda 

Material: PB, PDF 

Germany: Lubbe 
Spain: Grijalbo (PRH)  
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DEATH KNOCKS TWICE 
 
Robert Thorogood 
 
‘Agatha Christie on a Desert Island’ – the new novel based on international hit BBC TV show Death in Paradise 
 
Two dead bodies. A family of suspects. One grumpy detective. 
 
Reluctantly stationed on the sweltering Caribbean island of Saint-Marie, Detective Inspector Richard Poole dreams of cold winds, 
drizzly rain and a pint in his local pub. 
 
Just as he is feeling as fed up as can be, a mysterious vagrant is found dead in the grounds of the historic Beaumont plantation. 
Immediately assumed to be suicide, DI Poole is not so convinced and determined to prove otherwise. Never mind that the only 
fingerprints on the murder weapon belong to the victim. Or that the room was locked from the inside. 
 
Before long, death knocks twice and a second body turns up. The hunt is on to solve the case – despite the best efforts of the enigmatic Beaumont family… 
 
Praise for the Death in Paradise series 
 
‘Very funny and dark with great pace. I love Robert Thorogood’s writing’ – Peter James 
‘Plenty of red herrings and twists… a gem’ – Daily Express  
‘Deftly entertaining … satisfyingly pushes all the requisite Agatha Christie-style buttons’ – Independent 
‘A treat’ – Radio Times 
‘This brilliantly crafted, hugely enjoyable and suitably goosebump-inducing novel is an utter delight from start to finish’ – Heat 
‘Plenty of red herrings and twists to keep readers guessing’ – Daily Express 
'Sun, sea and suspense: If you like a classic whodunnit, and tropical settings, don't miss Death in Paradise' – Daily Mail 
'Death in Paradise feels like a little ray of sunshine' – Mirror 
 

 
UK: HQ  
Germany: Rowohlt 
US: Canelo 
 
Material: PB, PDF 
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THE AMARANTHINE SPECTRUM 
 
Tom Toner 
 
'Among the most significant works of science fiction released in recent 
years' TOR.COM 
 
**Perfect for fans of Iain M. Banks and Peter F. Hamilton** 
 
An extraordinarily inventive and hugely original SF novel that charts a 
compelling vision of a future and spins a hypnotic narrative around it. The 
richness and originality of its vision combined with its playful take on hard 
science make this a series that will be talked about for years and should 
launch a major career in SF. 
 
In the far future man has spread out into the galaxy. And diversified. Some have evolved physically into strange new forms, some have become immortal. 
Some hark back to the old ways. We have built a glorious new future. One that stretches from the sleepy Old World, to new terraformed planets and Dyson 
spheres built around artificial suns. For as long as we can remember (and some have lived 12,000 years) we have delighted in a rich new existence. Yes 
there have been wars but we are content in our splendour. Art is revered, life is easy, death forgotten for many. But now there are rumours of a bid to oust the 
Emperor and a worrying story that our history is not as we remember it - not only humans left Earth... 
 
Praise for Tom Toner: 
‘Marvellous . . . a space opera of surpassing gracefulness, depth, complexity, and well, all-round weirdness' Locus 
‘Humming with energy, this is space opera like you've never seen it before. Absolutely brilliant.’ Adam Roberts  
‘A dizzying mash-up of science fiction and fantasy themes that are both mystifying and entertaining’ Booklist  
‘Ambitious. . . fascinating’ Publisher's Weekly 
‘This is the purest example of space opera we’ve seen in some time. . . . challenging, ambitious, and rewarding’ Barnes & Noble, Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog 
‘A rip-roaring, full-blown space opera, with epic-ness writ large across its pages’ SFFWorld 
‘Should satisfy any space opera aficionado.' SciFiNow 
'It's rare to come across something as original as this debut novel, set 12,000 years from now.' Stuff Magazine 
‘A beautifully crafted read that's evocative and hugely inventive’ SFX 
‘The prose is baroque, the pacing stately’ Financial Times 
 

 
UK: Gollancz 
US: Nightshade 
 
Material: PB, PDF  
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FOXLOWE 
 
Eleanor Wasserberg 
 
**NOW UNDER OPTION AS A MAJOR TV SERIES BY AMC (Walking Dead, Preacher) AND SCOTT FREE (The Good Wife, 
World Without End)** 
 
A chilling debut about a girl growing up in a cult – shortlisted for the East Anglia Novel Prize and Shirley Jackson Prize 
 

WHY WOULD ANYONE WANT TO LEAVE? 

Green and Blue are sisters. 

Foxlowe is home. Outside is Bad. 

Green understands. 

Why can’t Blue?  
 
Praise for FOXLOWE: 
 

• ‘Will lure you in – then cut to the kill’ Sarah Perry 

• ‘A richly atmospheric Gothic debut . . . Foxlowe may give up its secrets, in the end, but it never gives up its hold’ Irish Times 

• ‘Meticulously conceived and darkly compelling.’ Observer 

• ‘Wonderfully tense’ Emerald Street 

• ‘An accomplished debut . . . the ending is like a punch to the throat’ the i 

• ‘Unsettling and persuasive, impressively well executed and, at the last, utterly disturbing.’ Lovereading 

• ‘Mesmerising, gripping and beautifully written. It completely sweeps you up from beginning to end. I loved it' Kate Hamer 

• ‘An excellent debut’ Clare Mackintosh 
 
Eleanor Wasserberg is an Oxford graduate and has a Creative Writing MA from UEA, and received an Arts Council grant to write FOXLOWE. She grew up in 
Staffordshire where the book is set. 
 

 
UK: 4th Estate  
US: Penguin 

 
Material: PB, PDF 
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RUNNING UPON THE WIRES 
 
Kate Tempest 
 
Running Upon The Wires is Kate Tempest’s first book of free-standing poetry since the acclaimed Hold Your 
Own. In a beautifully varied series of formal poems, spoken songs, fragments, vignettes and ballads, Tempest 
charts the heartbreak at the end of one relationship and the joy at the beginning of a new love; but also tells us 
what happens in between, when the heart is pulled both ways at once. 
 
Running Upon The Wires is, in a sense, a departure from her previous work, and unashamedly personal and 
intimate in its address – but will also confirm Tempest’s role as one of our most important poetic truth–tellers: it 
will be no surprise to readers to discover that she’s no less a direct and unflinching observer of matters of the 
heart than she is of social and political change. Running Upon The Wires is a heartbreaking, moving and joyous 
book about love, in its endings and in its beginnings. 
 
 
Foreign publishers include: Brand New Ancients – Epiphany (Korea), Bloomsbury US (US), Suhrkamp (Germany), Edizioni e/o (Italy), L’Arche (France) 
The Bricks that Built the Houses – Payot et Rivages (France), Casa Da Palarra (Brazil), Brombergs Forlag (Sweden), Sexto piso (Spain), Piemme (Italy), 
Meulenhof (Netherlands), Rowohlt (Germany), Forlaget Korridor (Denmark) 
Hold Your Own – Bloomsbury (US), Suhrkamp (Germany), Edizioni e/o (Italy), La Bella Versovia (Spain) 
 
 
 

 
UK: Picador      
      
Material: PB, PDF 
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BITTER SIXTEEN TRILOGY 
 
Stefan Mohamed 
 
‘Stefan Mohamed has written one of the best Young Adult trilogies out there, 
and certainly, in my opinion, the best by a British writer.’ Luke Marlowe, The 
Book Bag 
 
**Winner of the Dylan Thomas Prize for new writers** 
**Times Children’s Book of the Week** 
**Guardian Top Teen Read** 
 
“Happy birthday, Stanly. We hope you like your present…” 
 
Cynical, solitary Stanly Bird is a fairly typical teenager – unless you count the 
fact that his best friend is a talking beagle named Daryl, and that he gained the powers of flight and telekinesis when he turned sixteen. 
 
Unfortunately, his rural Welsh home town is not exactly crying out for its very own superhero. London is calling – but what Stanly finds there is a good deal 
weirder and more terrifying than anything he could have imagined. Perhaps he should have stayed in Wales… 
 
Praise for Stefan Mohamed 

• ‘A highly original novel for young adults that is clever and funny, with character you want to ask home afterwards.’ Times 

• ‘Part superhero fantasy, part comedy, with an underlying love story and a creepy twist in the tail, all served up with panache, pace and punch’ Daily Mail 

• ‘A thoroughly entertaining, charming and witty take on the crowded superhero subgenre’ Guardian 

•  ‘This sparky debut puts the classic comic book origin story through the pop-cultural blender’ SFX 

• ‘An engaging, funny and heart-warming coming of age story’ Books Bones & Buffy 

• ‘An absolute page turner’ The Book Bag 

• ‘YA novel Bitter Sixteen is the most fun you can have in the superhero genre’ Den of Geek 
 
 
 

 
UK: Salt 
 
Material: PB, PDF 
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SONGS ABOUT A GIRL SERIES 

 
Chris Russell 
 
**Selected for the WH Smith ‘Zoella & Friends’ promotion** 
 
The #1 Amazon bestselling trilogy about first love, heartbreak, pop music and 
the power of teenage obsession  
 
Heartbreak, romance, fame and pop music - for anyone who's ever dreamed 
of saying 'I'm with the band'. 
 
Charlie Bloom is just an ordinary girl. She's happiest out of the spotlight, 
behind her camera, unseen and unnoticed. But when she's asked to take 
backstage photos for hot new boy band, Fire&Lights, she can't pass up the 
chance. 
 
Catapulted into a world of blogs, bitching and backstage bickering, Charlie soon becomes caught between gorgeous but damaged frontman Gabe West and 
his boy-next-door bandmate, Olly Samson. Then, as the boys' rivalry threatens to tear the band apart, Charlie stumbles upon a mindblowing secret, hidden in 
the lyrics of their songs ... and once she’s in their world of glamour and paparazzi, it’s impossible to get out.  
 
A heart-thudding YA trilogy that combines the raw intensity of Twilight with the electrifying pop universe of One Direction. This tale of teenage obsession and 
desire will appeal to readers of Zoella, Rainbow Rowell and Holly Smale. 
 
**BOOK 3: SONGS ABOUT A BOY – COMING AUGUST 2018** 
 
Accolades for SONGS ABOUT A GIRL:  
 
"Terrifyingly truthful ..." Guardian  
"Compelling ... highly relevant" Publishers Weekly 
Maximum Pop DEBUT OF THE YEAR Nominee 
Nominated for the AMAZING BOOK AWARDS 
 

 
UK: Hodder 
US: Flatiron 
France: Bayard Jeunesse 
Poland: Wydawnictwo JK 

Turkey: Eksik Parca 
 
Material: PB, PDF
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THE ROSE MUDDLE MYSTERIES 
 
Imogen White 

 
An adventure-packed series about the magical, dark forces contained within an amber  
cup and two pendants.    
 
THE AMBER PENDANT (Book 1) 
 
Rose Muddle is overjoyed to get a job as a maid in a grand house, but it soon becomes apparent that 
her mistress, Miss Templeforth, has big plans for her. She intends to pass ownership of her amber 
pendant to Rose. And with that come huge responsibilities and danger... 
   
With the help Rui, her new friend from India, and Bahula the monkey, Rose is flung into an action-
packed adventure, pitting herself against the sinister forces that connect her pendant with the famous 
Bronze Age Amber Cup.  
 
THE SECRET RUBY (Book 2) 
 
When Rose Muddle and Rui Singh travel to India to return a precious ruby, they discover they’re being followed by a sinister stranger… someone who wants 
to steal the gem.And as a dark curse falls across the land, Rose and Rui find themselves in mortal danger.  There’s evil magic in the air… Can they uncover 
the ruby’s secrets before their shadowy enemies wreak their deadly chaos? 
 
 
Praise for The Amber Pendant: 

 
“Plenty of plot twists and intrigue in these cracking adventures.” Daily Express  

“Expect danger, fearsome enemies, friendship and fun as this enthralling new series takes off at a cracking pace!” Lancashire Evening Post  

“A deliciously dark and twisty mystery.” Claire Fayers, author of The Accidental Pirates 

“Thrilling Edwardian adventure…packed full of mystery, magic, treachery and friendship.” Booktrust 

 

 
UK: Usborne 
Material: PB, PDF  
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ALL THAT REMAINS: A LIFE IN DEATH 
 
Professor Sue Black 
 
One of the world's leading forensic scientists explores death and the meaning of death and life. 
 
**Featured on BBC RADIO 4's Start the Week** 
 
Sue Black confronts death every day. As Professor of Anatomy and Forensic Anthropology, she focuses on mortal remains in 
her lab, at burial sites, at scenes of violence, murder and criminal dismemberment, and when investigating mass fatalities due 
to war, accident or natural disaster. In All that Remains she reveals the many faces of death she has come to know, using key 
cases to explore how forensic science has developed, and what her work has taught her. 
 
Do we expect a book about death to be sad? Macabre? Sue’s book is neither. There is tragedy, but there is also humour in 
stories as gripping as the best crime novel. Our own death will remain a great unknown. But as an expert witness from the final 
frontier, Sue Black is the wisest, most reassuring, most compelling of guides. 
 
Advance praise for ALL THAT REMAINS: 
 
"Dame Sue Black writes about life and death with great tenderness but no nonsense, with impeccable science lucidly explained, and with moral depths 
humanely navigated, so that we can all feel better about the path we must all inevitably follow. I am genuinely glad I read this book." Lee Child 
 
"No scientist communicates better than Professor Sue Black. All That Remains is a unique blend of memoir and monograph that admits us into the remarkable 
world of forensic anthropology." Val McDermid 
 
"Most of us are terrified of death, but Sue Black shows us that death is in fact a wondrous process, intimately tied with life itself. Written with warmth and 
humanity, All That Remains reveals her life among the dead, who can surely count her as their best friend." Tess Gerritsen 
 
"Compelling, brave and extremely accessible… A must for anyone who thinks about the basics of living and dying. And there are jokes as well." Rachel 
Joyce 
 
 

 
UK: Transworld (April 2018) 
US: Arcade 
Germany: DuMont 

China: CITIC 
 
Material: HB, PDF
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HEAL ME 
 
Julia Buckley 
 
A brutally honest, darkly funny and profoundly moving literary memoir from a UK journalist about a global search for a 
cure to her chronic pain. 
 
Julia Buckley needs a miracle. Like over a third of the UK population – 28 million of us – she has a chronic pain condition. 
According to her doctors, it can't be cured. She doesn't believe them. She does believe in miracles, though. It's just a question of 
tracking one down. 
 
Julia’s search for a cure takes her on a global quest, exploring the boundaries between science, psychology and faith with 
practitioners on the fringes of conventional, traditional and alternative medicine. From neuroplastic brain rewiring in San Francisco 
to spiritual slaughter in Soweto, medical marijuana in Colorado to Haitian vodou rituals, she's willing to try anything. Can miracles 
happen? More importantly, what happens next if they do? 
 
A searing and unsentimental literary memoir, HEAL ME raises vital questions about the modern medical system – historically skewed against ‘hysterical’ 
female patients – and explores the struggle to retain a sense of self under the medical gaze. It explains why modern medicine’s current approach to chronic 
pain is failing patients, studies the importance of faith, hope and cynicism, and examines our relationships with our doctors, our beliefs and ourselves. 
 
Praise for HEAL ME: 
 

• ‘A timely, worrying and extremely important book’ Observer 

• ‘Truly fascinating . . . an absolute must-read’ Independent  

• ‘An inspiring story about living with pain, and not being believed and never giving up’ Sun 

• ‘Buckley's account of her illness is elegant… bitingly funny… Nevertheless, the message from her story is uplifting’ i paper 

• ‘A raw and unflinching exploration of chronic pain and the human body’ ROB COWEN 

• ‘It's painfully honest but far from painful reading’ DAMIAN BARR 

• ‘Gripped me from start to finish. At times hilarious, at times heartbreaking and always relatable’ HOLLY BAXTER 

• ‘Heal Me is a wonderful book, vibrant, lively and searching.’ SONYA HUBER 
 
Julia Buckley is a journalist whose work appears in publications such as National Geographic Traveller, The Sunday Times Travel Magazine, Evening 
Standard and the Independent, where she is travel editor. She is based in Cornwall. 
 

 
UK: Weidenfeld & Nicolson 
Italy: Sonzogno 
France: Editions Lattes  

 
Material: HB, PDF   
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DEPARTURES: A GUIDE TO LETTING GO, ONE ADVENTURE AT A TIME 
 
Anna Hart 
 
'Humorous, emotional and useful...Don't read Departures if you've got any annual leave left to play with' Grazia 
 
A call-to-action for female adventurers everywhere, Departures is about the power of travel to transform us, heal us, 
challenge us and turn us into everyday adventure-seekers even after we return to the grind back home. 
 
Have you ever turned up on a post-heartbreak holiday hopelessly unprepared and been forced to sleep on the floor wrapped up in a 
curtain? 
 
How about that eagerly-awaited solo adventure when you had to be airlifted home? 
 
Or what about the time you went to a fascinating European cultural capital and neglected to visit any of the world-renowned sights 
because you were in the bar? 
 
Well, Anna Hart has been on all those holidays, and more. As an avid traveller and then travel journalist, she's spent most of her working life on a plane 
somewhere, and over 10 years writing about the places she's ended up. In Departures she brings all of that knowledge together with the signature warmth and 
wit of her journalism. Anna is here to show that even the experts get it wrong, and how to get it right . . . 
 
Praise for Anna Hart: 
 

• ‘I LOVE how this girl writes travel.’ Lena Dunham  

• ‘Her approach is real, useful, smart, accessible and funny. A writer's writer, she is as popular in her peer group as with her readership.’ Sali Hughes 

• ‘So warm, witty and gorgeously written that it's hard not to find yourself on Skyscanner within half an hour of cracking the book open. Plus she has the 
most helpful advice, from how to 'prescribe' yourself a hotel to the real secret to beating jet lag. Perfect snow-week escapism’ The Pool 

• ‘A beautiful memoir about travel and letting go’ Dawn O'Porter, Sunday Telegraph 

• ‘A call to action for women everywhere, Hart writes about the transformative and healing power of travel - and how its effect can last way past 
touchdown at Heathrow’ Smallish 

 

 
UK: Sphere 
 
Material: PB, PDF  
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WHITESHIFT: POPULISM, IMMIGRATION AND THE FUTURE OF WHITE MAJORITIES  

 
Eric Kaufmann 
 
A highly ambitious agenda-setting book from a political scientist who has spent years researching white responses to 
ethnic change. 
 
Across the West, anti-immigration populists are tearing a path through the normal politics of left and right.  
 
Immigration is remaking Europe and North America: over half of American babies are non-white, and by the end of the century, 
minorities and those of mixed race are projected to form the majority in many countries.  
 
We are in the midst of a transition phase where the left-right distinction is being overshadowed by a culture war pitting whites who 
dislike diversity against those who embrace it. Ethnic transformation will continue but conservative whites are unlikely to exit 
quietly. Their alienation is already redrawing political lines and convulsing societies across the West.  
 
Drawing on an extraordinary range of surveys, Whiteshift explores the majority response to ethnic change in Western Europe, North America and Australasia. 
Eric Kaufmann, a leading expert on immigration, calls for us to move beyond empty talk about national identity and open up debate about the future of white 
majorities. He argues that we must ditch the 'diversity myth' that whites will dwindle, replacing it with whiteshift - a new story of majority transformation that can 
help lift anxieties and heal today's widening political divisions. 
 
A bold, original work, Whiteshift will redefine the way we think about ethnic diversity and populism. 
 
Drawing on extensive survey, demographic and electoral data, Whiteshift shows why we need a new narrative around ethnic change to bypass the current 
divisive debates -- a big book in the spirit of Thomas Piketty's Capital in the 21st Century or Steven Pinker's The Better Angels of Our Nature  
 
Praise for Shall the Religious Inherit the Earth? 
 
'Brilliant and provocative. . . a book every liberal should read' - John Gray 
‘Sobering and controversial’ – Financial Times 
 
Eric Kaufmann is Professor of Politics at Birkbeck College, University of London. A native of Vancouver, British Columbia, he was born in Hong Kong and 
spent eight early years in Tokyo. His previous books include Shall the Religious Inherit the Earth? and The Rise and Fall of Anglo-America. 
 

 
UK: Allen Lane/Penguin Press (October 2018) 
 
Material: Edited MS  
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SWELL: A WATERBIOGRAPHY 
 
Jenny Landreth 
 
**Shortlisted for the William Hill Sports Book Prize** 
**Sunday Times Sports Book of the Year** 
  
These days, swimming may seem like the most egalitarian of pastimes, open to anyone with a swimsuit – but this wasn't 
always the case. In the 19th century, swimming was exclusively the domain of men, and women, even into the 20th century, 
could be arrested and fined if they dared dive into a lake. It wasn't until the 1930s that women were finally, and reluctantly, 
granted equal access. This is the story of the women who made that possible, a thank-you to the fearless 'swimming 
suffragettes' who took on the status quo, fought for equal access, and won.  
  
Swell uncovers a world of secret swimming in the face of these exclusions and shines a light on these women. It celebrates 
some amazing achievements, some ridiculous outfits and some fantastic swimmers who challenge the stereotypes of what 
women are capable of. It's also the story of how Jenny eventually came to be a keen swimmer herself. Swell is a joyful hymn 
to the sport and an exploration of why swimming attracts so many women. Ultimately, it is a book dedicated to our brilliant swimming foremothers who 
collectively made it possible for any woman to plunge in with alacrity, anywhere we choose.  
  
Praise for SWELL: 
 

• ‘Blissful... an instructive history of a tide not simply turning, but being forced to turn’ Times 

• ‘Fascinating and full of possibility, it is also properly snort-with-giggles-on-the-commute funny’ Alexandra Heminsley 

• ‘If you love swimming you'll love this. If you hate swimming, you'll still love this’ Jo Brand 

• ‘Thoroughly researched and informative, full of strong opinion and sound judgement’ Sunday Times 

• ‘A brilliantly funny book that made me feel part of a proud and intrepid community of amphibian women’ Josie Long 

•  ‘A wry and inspiring mix of memoir and social history’ Melissa Harrison 

• ‘This book will delight you’ Daily Mail 

• ‘Swell will make you want to plunge straight in’ Red 

• ‘Witty and illuminating’ Daily Telegraph 

• ‘Swell is a wryly funny and seriously inspiring history of women and swimming... she had me at 'waterbiography'’ Lauren Bravo, The Pool 

• ‘It's a pleasure to be immersed in this educative, entertaining 'waterbiography’. Observer 
 
 

 
World English: Bloomsbury 
Audio: Audible 

Material: PB, PDF 
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THE LADY IN THE CELLAR: Murder Scandal and Insanity in Victorian Bloomsbury 

 
Sinclair McKay 
 
Number 4 Euston Square was a respectable boarding house, well-kept and hospitable, like many 
others in Victorian London. But beneath this very ordinary veneer, there was a murderous darkness at 
the heart of this particular house. 
  
On 8th May 1879, the corpse of former resident, Matilda Hacker, was uncovered by chance in the coal 
cellar. The investigation that followed this macabre discovery stripped bare the shadow-side of Victorian 
domesticity, throwing the lives of everyone within into an extraordinary and destructive maelstrom. For 
someone in Number 4 Euston Square must have had full knowledge of what had happened to Matilda 
Hacker. Someone in that house had killed her. How could the murderer prove so amazingly elusive? 
 
More than a fascinating exploration of a shocking crime, this is social and narrative history at its best, 
illuminating how people from such different walks of life, and from different cultures, particularly the growing German population of London, experienced living 
and working in one city.  
 
Praise for Sinclair McKay: 
 
'A fascinating book, by turns riveting and unsettling, and wonderfully rich in period detail.' Craig Brown, Mail on Sunday (On The Mile End Murders)  
 
'I found this a truly breathtaking, eye-opening book.' AN Wilson (On The Secret Life of Bletchley Park) 
 
The author, Sinclair McKay has written books on subjects ranging from the codebreakers of Bletchley Park to the auteurs of the Hammer Horror films, from 
the evolution of rambling to untold stories of the Cold War.  His most recent books published in 2017 were The Mile End Murder: the case Conan Doyle 
couldn’t solve (Aurum), and a book of tests, riddles, and puzzles, Bletchley Park Brainteasers (Headline) which has sold over 150K copies. Sinclair is a literary 
critic for the Telegraph and The Spectator and lives in east London.  
 

 
UK: White Lion Publishing  
 
Material: unedited manuscript 
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THE YEAR OF LIVING DANISHLY  
 
Helen Russell 
 
The Amazon #1 bestselling self-help title which has spurred an international interest in the Danish concept of 'hygge' 
 
When she was suddenly given the opportunity of a new life in rural Jutland, journalist and archetypal city dweller Helen Russell 
discovered a startling statistic: the happiest place on earth isn’t Disneyland, but Denmark, a land often thought of by foreigners as 
consisting entirely of long dark winters, cured herring, Lego and pastries.  
 
What is the secret to their success? Are happy Danes born, or made? 
 
Helen decides there is only one way to find out: she will give herself a year, trying to uncover the formula for Danish happiness. 
From childcare, education, food and interior design to SAD, taxes, sexism and an unfortunate predilection for burning witches, The 
Year of Living Danishly is a funny, poignant record of a journey that shows us where the Danes get it right, where they get it wrong, 
and how we might just benefit from living a little more Danishly ourselves. 
 
Helen Russell is a journalist and former editor of MarieClaire.co.uk. She now lives in rural Jutland and works as a Scandinavia correspondent for the Guardian 
and The Independent, as well as writing a column on Denmark for the Telegraph. 
 
“A lovely mix of English sensibility and Danish pragmatism. Helen seems to have understood more about the Danish character than I have. My only worry is 
that it will make everyone want to have a go and my holiday home area will get overcrowded.” – Sandi Toksvig 
 
“Russell is possessed of a razor-sharp wit and a winning self-deprecation – two of the things that make this book such a delight.” – Independent 
 

 
UK/US: Icon Books 
Germany: Fischer 
France: Marabout 
Japan: CCC Media   
Taiwan: Azoth Books 
Russia: Eksmo     

Lithuania: UAB Leidykla Vaga 
Korea: Maronie Books 
Denmark: Turbine 
Poland: Jagiellonian University Press 
Brazil: Casa de Palavra 
 

Albania: Living Publisher 
China: Shanghai Insight 
Ukraine: Vivat    
Bulgaria: Era Media   
  
Material: PB, PDF 
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APOLLO: THE EXTRAORDINARY VISUAL HISTORY OF THE ICONIC SPACE PROGRAMME 
 
Zack Scott 
 
Explore the iconic Apollo space missions and moon landings through these stunning infographics and data 
visualisations. If you like space, this book is for you. 
  
The Apollo Program ran from 1961 until 1972, and marks one of the greatest accomplishments in all of human endeavour - 
man walking on the moon. On 20th July 1969, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin achieved this most remarkable feat, becoming 
the first humans to visit another celestial body. 
  
APOLLO is an extraordinary visual history of the story of this iconic space programme, based on recently released NASA data 
about the various missions of that name. Using beautifully designed infographics, APOLLO takes us through all the 
astonishing facts and figures, as well as some quirky little-known details, and gives us a detailed and elegant history of the 
seventeen missions which saw twelve humans step on the surface of the moon.  
  
The author is called Zack Scott and this is his first book: http://www.johnsonandalcock.co.uk/scott-zack. Book one in a three-book deal, and the first in a series 
of unique and stunning infographics books on a variety of science and technology subjects.  
 
‘Irresistible visual comparisons [and] extremely browseable eye candy, adeptly conveying the kind of insight that is hard to get over in words’  
– Sean Blair BBC Stargazer 
  
APOLLO is a lavish full colour hardback with fold-out pages, aimed squarely at the gift market – with a deluxe edition to follow in 2019 to mark the 50th 
anniversary of the actual moon landings. 
  

 
UK: Wildfire 
US: Abrams 
Germany: Droemer 

China: China South Booky 
 
Material: HB, PDF 

http://www.johnsonandalcock.co.uk/scott-zack
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55 FOOTBALL NATIONS: THE ULTIMATE EUROPEAN FOOTBALL ADVENTURE  
 
Matt Walker 
 
A unique journey across Europe’s footballing landscape  
  
Join one man’s quest to experience top division league football in all 55 UEFA countries in one calendar football season. 
  
Matt Walker is a normal guy with a love for football, travel, and a challenge. Inspired by A Season with Verona, Round Ireland with 
a Fridge and Stamping Grounds, Matt gives up his office job and Fulham FC season ticket and embarks on a footballing odyssey 
that spans the footballing continent: from the Faroe Islands to Israel, from Kosovo to Kazakhstan. With the football savvy of Jonathan 
Wilson and the offbeat observational humour of Jon Ronson, he tackles the major footballing nations of Germany, Spain and Italy 
and the less-heralded premier divisions of Moldova and Albania.  
  
Fast-paced, entertaining and inspirational, this is the offbeat story of one man on a matchday mission – seeking out the quirky and unusual corners of this 
footballing continent, learning the similarities and contrasts of the beautiful game across Europe. Along the way he faces challenges with language, scheduling 
and match-fixing, wrestles with the problem of Liechtenstein (the one UEFA member state that has no league), hitches a lift with the mob in Russia, and learns 
why never to trust Belarusian goalkeepers. 
 
The project has been covered 65 times in print, on radio and television in 37 countries, including BBC Football Focus and the Guardian, on TalkSPORT and 
BBC radio, L’Équipe in France, The Irish Times, Portuguese GQ, La Gazzetta dello Sport and Rai2 in Italy, Swiss Tagblatt, not to mention Finnish local 
newspaper Ålandstidningen and seminal Estonian broadsheet Õhtuleht.  You can find a full media list here: http://55footballnations.com/media/  
  
Written in parallel with the 2017/18 football season, and due to finish in Russia at World Cup 2018, it will be essential reading for football fans and Europhiles 
alike. 
 

 
UK: Riverrun (Autumn 2019)  
 
Material: Proposal  

 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2017/jul/06/football-matt-walker-55-nation-uefa-adventure
https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/for-the-love-of-the-game-fulham-fan-s-year-long-crusade-around-europe-1.3189783
http://55footballnations.com/2018/02/14/italian-tv/
http://www.tagblatt.ch/sport/er-huepft-von-stadion-zu-stadion;art120097,5246437
https://www.alandstidningen.ax/nyheter/ser-fotboll-55-lander-pa-ett
http://sport.ohtuleht.ee/816256/inglasest-vutisobra-poorane-palverannak-11-kuuga-55-riigi-meistriliigat-kaema
http://55footballnations.com/media/

